
 

SHORT BRIEF OF INCIDENT 

 

Ser No  MESCO No & Name  Contents of incidents  

1 MASCO NO 07249  
VANGANE VIKAS 
SAMPAT 

1.  On 11 Jan 2024 at 1000 hrs, one of the on duty Security 
guard MESCO No 07249 Vangane Vikas Sampat, ITI Lonavala 
while on patrolling duty, observed that three unknown 
miscreants were climbing on first floor of Hostel building to steal 
something.  Security guard followed them and tried to grab all 
three thieves but succeeded to catch  hold one thief. Other two 
thieves ran away from the site. SG   Vangane Vikas Sampat 
without thinking for safety and security of self, risked his life 
while fighting with three thieves. The thief was brought to the 
principal office by MESCO SG.  
 
2. Principal, ITI Lonawala thereafter informed nearest 
Police Station and called Police personal. Police has taken the 
custody of thief. Photographs and article is attached. 
 

2 MASCO NO 06474 
MANDALE VIKAS 
HARIBHAU 

1. MESCO Guard at SBI, Rajgurunagar MESCO No 06474 
MANDALE VIKAS HARIBHAU was felicitated for his 
outstanding performance in terms of devotion to duty, sincerity, 
security  consciousness and politeness towards SBI, customers.   
  
2. There are two SBI circle offices in Maharashtra. SBI 
Rajgurunagar falls under Maharashtra circle. All SBI branches 
& offices were inspected  and audited for their performance. SBI 
Rajgurunagar stood 1st among all the SBI Branches. SBI 
Manager felt that MESCO Security Guard has contributed 
enormously in overall performance of branch during last one 
year. MESCO Guard Vikas Mandle has volunteered to perform 
other bank task as handling customers and resolving their basic 
problems of passbook updates and yono app apart from his 
basic job of security.  
 
3. Considering, contribution of MANDALE VIKAS 
HARIBHAU in growth of SBI branch, SBI Manager  felicitated  
the guard. SG MANDALE VIKAS HARIBHAU’s  performance 
during his tenure at SBI and felicitations has helped to improve 
the image of MESCO in general. Photographs and article is 
attached. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 


